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• I was born to immigrant parents who came to Britain in the 
 1960’s, working in factories to give my brother and I a good 
 start in life.
• I studied at a Comprehensive school in Thornton Heath.
• Since 1997, my family have lived in Raynes Park. 

• I specialize in Energy law with expertise in renewables, 
 aviation and business. 
• I led a team advising on Thanet Offshore Wind, a 300MW 
 offshore wind farm generating renewable electricity. 
• I am currently Managing Director of a successful specialist 
 in-house legal consultancy with an international client base.

• I have successfully negotiated with United National High 
 Commissioner for Refugees on refugee rights. 
• I have lobbied for minority rights at the Organisation for 
 Security and co-operation in Europe.
• I have supported Water Aid, Humanity First and other 
 charitable organisations without charge, developing clean 
 water and  water and alternative energy projects in Africa. 
• I am a Director and Trustee for Charity Walk for Peace 
 which has raised millions of pounds for British Charities. 
• I provided 686 hours of free legal support in 2020 to 
 charities and individuals during the pandemic. 

• I have appeared on television and radio including 
 BBC, Channel 5, LBC, Sky News Talk Radio.
• I am a published author in ‘i-news’, The Economist 
 and Liberal Democrat Voice.

• I was a Liberal Democrat Parliamentary Candidate 
 in the 2019 General Election, securing an 
 unprecedented 45% increase in Votes in a 
 Conservative/Labour marginal seat. 
• I bring extensive experience in activist recruitment, 
 fundraising, team and capacity building.
• I have served as • I have served as Vice Chair for Policy of my then 
 local Party and federal conference voting 
 representative.
• I have spoken at Conference, most recently on 
 nuclear weapons.  

• I read law at Kingston University, London.
• I completed my postgraduate education at the 
 College of Law and qualified as a solicitor in 2001. 
• I learned business administration from INSEAD, 
 Cranfield School of Management and EDF University 
 Paris. 

My dear friends, 

My parents came to Britain more than 50 years ago.  They worked in factories to give my brother and I a home and encouraged us to 
study hard in our Comprehensive school. It is because of their sacrifices that I became a successful lawyer and my brother an NHS 
G.P. They paid taxes, taught me to love this country and contributed with all their hearts. 

But the Tories have rallied against that spirit of hard work, freedom and liberal values. From destroying the very factory industries But the Tories have rallied against that spirit of hard work, freedom and liberal values. From destroying the very factory industries 
that my parents worked in, to decimating our school systems and presiding over rising inequalities; successive Conservative 
governments have hurt the country I love. I’m fed up with it! 

My family has lived in Raynes Park since 1997 and I have seen how Stephen Hammond’s kow-towing to Boris Johnson is hurting My family has lived in Raynes Park since 1997 and I have seen how Stephen Hammond’s kow-towing to Boris Johnson is hurting 
Wimbledon. From supporting changes to planning rules which harm our environment, to standing behind the snatching of essential aid 
from the poorest and most needy, Stephen Hammond has proved that he does not represent the interests of Wimbledon’s constituents. 

I am determined to fight against these and other Tory injustices. 

I want a greener and fairer Britain. I want to unite our country offering a voice to those from diverse backgrounds, the youth of this I want a greener and fairer Britain. I want to unite our country offering a voice to those from diverse backgrounds, the youth of this 
country and those who feel ignored. If you select me as your PPC, I will strive to make sure Britain stands for liberal values, 
internationalism, tolerance, equality and freedom from injustice and unfairness.

For these reasons, I am asking you to select me as your PPC for Wimbledon.

Finally, it would be a privilege for me to meet you by phone, Zoom or 
Teams.  

Please do feel free to call me on 07828 371 074 or email
me on AskKhalilAnything@gmail.com to arrange this. me on AskKhalilAnything@gmail.com to arrange this. 

Thank you.
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